



Research on the role executed by community sports club
for disaster reconstruction
− Case Study of the coastal areas in Miyagi −
Koichi Sato Hiroki Baba
The damage caused by the Great East Japan Earthquake which occurred on March 11,
2011 was serious. Though there was serious damage, the community sports club on the
coastal areas in Miyagi overcame the disaster situation, and was working muscularly for
revival of the area.
I investigate the present condition of the sports club of the area of coastal areas in Miyagi,
and people who work at a club consider what and get to know what they have done in
what kind of feeling, the purpose of this research is to verify about the following. 
‑ Existence value of a community sports club 
‑ The role of those who work in a local sports club 
‑ The meaning which a sport achieves
The method of research is to do an interview in the disaster area, in order to clarify the re‑
search purpose. The interview area was made into four areas in Yamamoto Cho, Ishinomaki
City, Shichigahama Cho, and Kesennuma City which are the coastal areas in Miyagi.
The interview of these four areas showed the following things. It turned out that it becomes
what it every‑day‑ized soon because a club continues sporting activities, and a conﬁdential
relation is built by continuing contact and exchange with a local resident, and it exists
through the activity as a local infrastructure which brings forth the virtuous circle cycle
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